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Jane Chiodini

I’ve been busy in the
past few months, to the
degree that I’ve made few cards and
have strong withdrawal symptoms I
can tell you! I guess it’s because I’ve
been travelling again and work has
got very busy. I participated at one
large conference in Glasgow held by
the Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Glasgow. The event was
honoured with the presence of HRH
the Princess Royal paying a short
visit. She sat in on a keynote presen-
tation from the Olympian, Katherine
Grainger, giving a great motivational
talk on her work and career in rowing. 

In the travel medicine meeting after
lunch I was presenting information
about an e-learning course on malaria
which I’ve been developing, when I
noticed the said ‘Katherine Grainger’
sitting in the audience. Whilst used to
speaking, it made me nervous to think
this famous, and very capable individ-
ual was listening to my efforts, but she
was smiling. Now I’m not sure that 
it was at me, but it helped put me
more at ease! 

I’ve also been to Barcelona and
Bergen for conferences. Now Bergen
was too busy to get to see anything,
and although the venue seemed
beautiful, it was weird that it was light,
so very late at night. I had more time
in Barcelona, and while wandering
around doing a spot of shopping, I fell
into a craft shop! It’s very interesting
seeing what other countries are ‘in to’!
This outlet was mostly boxes and
bags and it was enormous. I don’t
think I’ve ever seen such an array of
paper and plastic bags in all shapes
and sizes, and all sorts of materials to
be able to self-adorn them. 

I delivered another presentation
about rabies at the Welsh National 
Immunisation conference in Wrexham;
that was a long day out, but again a
good audience - that always makes it
worthwhile. Part of this included infor-
mation about a new video I’ve made.
I’ve been getting ‘into’ creating such
media for my work to help convey
health messages and if you search my
name on YouTube you’ll see some of
them if you want any travel advice! 

So on the subject of videos, You-
Tube has become such a popular 
resource. A recent email from Craft
Creations about Pergamano products
reminded me that I’ve always wanted
to give it a try. Done well it looks so
beautiful, but I’ve always felt I would
need time to read some of the books
I’ve got on the subject first. Well now
there are so many videos demonstrat-
ing it, that I think it will be a lot easier. 

I also want to try the Fimo Soft
that’s illustrated in the April catalogue,
those kits may say they are for kids,
but they are so cute, I’m happy to be
a kid for a while and try them out! 

This reminds me, I used to have
someone make small Fimo figures for
me which I put on embellished cards
to sell at my children’s school fête in-
cluding one of a child in a bespoke
uniform for the school, they were very
popular. I also had a cute baby card
and one with a bride and groom on.
So with a holiday shortly looming, I
think I know how I’m going to spend
some ‘down time’ and have a bit of
relaxation and fun! You never know if 
I get any good at them I may make a
video of my creations and post it on
my YouTube channel!

Enjoy the summer



Die-Cut Toppers
By The Craft Creations Team
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INTRODUCTION:

These lovely, square foil-edged toppers make the perfect
alternative to découpage. They come in the same pretty
wheelbarrow designs with gold or silver foil, and are great
value with six mixed toppers on each sheet.
Order Codes: CDT546G Gold Foil & CDT547G Silver Foil.

The topper is simply matted onto red card.
The card is covered with pink paper (PK721)
with red raffia tied around it (ROLL36-20).

These gold edged toppers have coloured back-
grounds that are designed to look good with the
striped foiled papers (CP307G-CP312G). Try mixing
them with tartan paper edges and deckled borders.

For a totally different look, these barrows are
mounted on twist front cards (TW06U-43) the edges
of the card are covered in stripe paper (SR203P), cut
to make chevron patterns at the corners.

The silver edged toppers have a white, wood effect
background that sets off the flowers very nicely, giv-
ing them a fresh and pretty look. 

These two landscape designs (SL03V-71) can also
be made with the fold at the top (like a tent fold) so
they stand upright for a slightly different look. The
backgrounds are mulberry style gradient paper strips
(CPA018), cut with scalloped scissors at the right,
then finished at the left with deco borders (XL815U-
02) and mixed wording (XL643U-02).



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team

INTRODUCTION:

Quick and easy die-cut 3D découpage sheets,
simply press out and layer. Use the layer hints
on the next page to help make your designs look
really special.

With these wonderful wheelbarrows you can
easily make very pretty themed sets of cards, or
choose your favourite and make a special card for
someone to show how much you care. Here are a
few of our ideas to get you started.
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These two are large square cards (SF13U-43). The
paler poppy background makes perfect foil for the
barrow with its bright poppies, and gives a wonderful
depth to the design. The daisy card has more of a
fresh ‘country’ feel with threaded ribbon, swirls and
butterflies. The green canvas goes nicely with all the
barrows, as does this patchwork look.

These landscape designs (SL10U) have a panel 
cut from creative paper near the fold, choose a 
colour that works with the design, then add a combi-
nation of stickers and ribbon to complement them.
Mounting the barrows onto white card keeps the
colours fresh, and matting onto a coloured layer or
two stops it from looking too plain.

A pyramid design is included on each découpage
sheet, two of them also have a small design to layer
on instead, just to ring the changes if you prefer that.
Either way, they look lovely on these SF04U cards.
Cover the front of the card with gingham paper in 
a colour to suit the flowers and add a white panel 
to take the small design. Finish with ribbon tied in a
bow and paper hearts from the découpage sheet.
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Daisies: DCD596
Layer Tips: 
Layer 1: Cut between the three brown leaves at the top and
shape them to add a bit of separation. Do the same with the
three green leaves.
Layer 2: Cut between the two top right blue flowers, shape the
top one down and the slightly lower one up.
Layer 3: Work on the main part first, cut between the three
leaves at the right and shape as before. Don’t use a sticky pad 
on the bar at the wheel, glue the tip. Cut and shape the petals of
the lower of the two daisies and the half daisy.
Layer 4: Stemmed daisy, cut beside the stem and curve the
petals down. On all the single daisies, cut between the petals 
and shape them. 
Layer 5: Trim and shape the petals as previously. Glue the flat
edge of the half daisy.
Layer 6: Cut and shape the petals.

Forget Me Nots: DCD597
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between some of the leaves along the top and
shape them to add separation.
Layer 3: Begin with the wheelbarrow part, don’t use a pad on 
the front upright strut, allow it to lay down to the previous layer
and glue the crossbar to the centre of the wheel. Work on the
front clump of flowers, cut between the top leaves and shape
them, do the same to the bottom leaves. Sticky fix into place and
curve the dark flower on the left down.

All Designs On This Page
This set of cards (SL10U-43), use dotty and reversed dotty paper
for the backgrounds in a colour to match the flowers. They are 
all matted onto green texture paper (SR071P) to leave an edge
showing around the background, which helps to keep the
themed look. The ribbons are a mix of bel satin (MTR22-50 pale
yellow & -66 moss green), organza (MTR10-40 pale blue) and
prestige (MTR32-43 turquoise). The birthday banners (CDS030G)
with their curved lines soften the square corners of the panels.

Primroses: DCD599
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Cut between the dark leaf and the flower on the left
hand side, curving the leaf down at the cut. Cut between the bud
stem and flower on the right. Cut between the petals of both
these flowers and shape. Glue the tip of the barrow to the wheel
centre.
Layer 4: Cut and shape the two single flowers. Cut the leaf away
from the flowers, curve the top of the leaf down and sticky fix the
lower part. Sticky fix the two flowers above the leaf. Cut below
the bud stem and curve the flower petal down.
Layer 5: Cut and shape the petals on all the flowers.

Poppies: DCD598
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the leaf and the bud (for both buds on the
left hand side), shaping them to increase the separation.
Layer 3: Glue the tip of the bar at the wheel. Glue the green part
of the single bud. Cut and shape the single poppy on the right.
Layer 4: Right hand poppy centre, curve the petals up and glue
by the centre only. Left hand poppy, cut and shape the petals.
Group of two poppies, cut between the centre and the petal on
the right of top flower, curve the outer petal down. Cut between
the two lower petals of the other and shape the right one down.
On the last poppy, curve the lower petal down at the left edge.
Layer 5: Poppy centre, cut between the petals and shape them
up, sticking by the centre only. Fold along the join of the two
petals and glue by the fold, no pads.



Pergamano Stamps
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stickles Glitter: STK026 Baby Blue and STK029
Cotton Candy.

Card Mount: SF13U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

As soon as I saw these pretty pergamano
‘flower girls’ and ‘fairies’ stamps, I just had to
have them. The delicate, sweet designs are just
right for my style of card making.

Just a couple of quick notes to start off with. Pro-
marker/Flexmarker pens come in a huge
range of beautiful colours. They are well
worth collecting a few at a time, as you need
them. They are wonderful for colouring on
card, giving neat professional results.

The other thing worth mentioning is white
card for stamping onto. Any plain white card
will do, and 1kg bags of offcuts (OFF01) al-
ways contain lots of white pieces in about the
right size; these are economical, save cutting
up full sheets and you will get some interest-
ing colours/shapes for other projects too.

Cut a piece of white card to 115mm x
125mm wide using any shaped edge scissors
for the right hand side. 

Cut the right hand end of the glitter board
using the same scissors, then matt the two
together, offsetting the top card by 2mm to
the left, but keeping the pattern in line top 
to bottom. Trim around to leave a 2mm edge
on the other three sides.

Creative Paper: SR134P Pink Gingham and 
SR308P Yellow Stripes.

Glitter Board: GB07A4 Pale Pink.

Card: REG02A4 White, COL161CA5 Magenta.

Stamps: PG41905 Pergamano Flower Girls & 
STAFRS111 Double Birthday. (Unmounted 
stamps, use with an acrylic block: ACRY02).

Stamp Pads: STP144 Cloud White and 
STP147 Tuxedo Black.

Gems: GEM123 Violet/Lilac/Pink.

Flowers/Leaves: FLW33-46 Large Purple 
Rose, FLW28-04 Cream Rose and LEA07-03 
Green Leaves.

Organza Ribbon: MTR10-15 Magenta.

Flexmarker Pens: FXB139 Glacier, FXC528 Duck
Egg, FXG267 Bt Green, FXY119 Linen, FXY635
Pear Green, FXM555 Shocking Pink, FXV746 Wild
Orchid, FXY156 Sunflower, FXY417 Buttercup,
FXO727 Caramel, FXO345 Saddle Brown, FXR519
Pale Pink and FXO467 Pumpkin.
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The stamp pack includes three different flower girls
(see the top cards for the other two), the lilac design
also uses ‘party garlands’ (PG41911) which has the
complete alphabet and numbers, all as garlands.

These bottom two cards are from the ‘fairies 2’
pack (PG41904), but they all work well together.

Using the black ink pad, stamp the image shown onto the card,
placing it towards the right hand side. Allow the ink to dry for a
minute before colouring. I’ve included a close up picture to show
the colouring clearly, particularly the very pale blue areas. 

Colour the image using Flexmarker pens. The order of colouring
doesn’t matter, the ink won’t spread into the paler areas as you
colour them, but do use a very light
touch when colouring tiny details so
you don’t get a splodge.

I’ve used ‘linen’ for the flesh tones
to give a pretty, natural look. Colour
all the skin once, let it dry for a
minute or two then, go over the front
of the legs and arms again to build
up the colour and give a bit of mod-
elling. Go over the right edge of the
face and a little bit of forehead too.

Do the same for the hair and dress,
go over once, allow to dry then
deepen the colour in a few different
areas to add modelling.

As you can see, there are not always full lines to
colour between, like the tendrils above the flowers,
so just colour along the lines allowing it to overlap
each side. 

Before colouring the puddles, use glacier blue to
make a 2mm to 3mm border around all the elements
in the image, covering the puddles too. Then go over
the rings of the puddles as shown using duck egg. 

Cut a 188mm square from stripe paper, a 102mm 
x 147mm panel from magenta card and a 20mm x
55mm gingham strip, cutting a ‘V’ from one end. Matt
all of these onto glitter board to match the picture
panel. Stamp the greeting in white in the bottom left
corner of the magenta panel. Stick the panels onto
the card, sticky fixing the picture panel in place too. 

VARIATIONS:

Cut leaf shapes from the magenta ribbon and add
to the paper strip along with a cream rose. 

Add the two small roses and one large rose with
three leaves in a cluster where shown. Decorate the
card with a line of gems and three punched dots.



Purrfect New Home
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

MOONLIGHT CATS:

Actual

Size

edges of the card, placing them so the triangles at
the top and bottom go off the card as shown. Trim
each strip to the fold at the top of the card and the
edge at the bottom. Add a piece of the narrow border
across the ends of both paper strips.

Place a full deco border strip onto the blue paper,
along any edge. Trim half of the first segment from
the next strip while it is still on the backing. Add 
the strip to the paper, 1mm away from the first. This
will offset the pattern, add the cut off piece at the 
end to make a complete strip. Place another full 
strip about 1mm from the last one then trim the 
paper along the edge of this last strip. Make another 
decorated paper edge just like this, but using only
two border strips. 

Trim both border papers at each end to the exact
width of the gap between the side borders, then add
the ‘two border’ one at the top, and the deeper one
at the bottom, to make a wall for the cat ‘parade’.

Add the row of cats along the wall as shown, but
leave the rest of the stickers until after the lettering.

Trace the letters and transfer to the darker blue
paper, including an extra ‘E’, then cut them out.
Using a white pen, draw a row of little dots and
dashes around the edge of each letter, and around
the inside edge of the ‘O’.

Position (but don’t stick) the letters onto the back-
ground, add the sticker lettering above them, and 
the paw prints below them. Then stick the blue letters
in place.

Add an extra paw print into each empty triangle
on the side borders. Finish up with the cat on the 
‘H’ of ‘HOME’, the little mouse on the ‘E’ and the fish
bones inside the letter ‘O’.

Stick a deco border exactly along the right hand
edge of the light blue paper sheet starting from the
top corner. Then just to the left of the strip add a
daisy corner, place it as shown (actual size photo
below), with the middle swirl centred on the 2nd seg-
ment of the deco border (see the red line) and just
touching the edge of the border. Add three more
daisy corners along the deco border in the same way. 

Stick a peel-off glitter dot just above each bud, 
and between the swirls as shown. Add the narrow
border zig-zagging along, using
the dots to help get them even.
Run a narrow border down the
paper, about 1mm away from
the points of the zig-zag border.

Cut this decorated strip away
from the sheet along the outer
edge of the narrow border. Make
another decorated paper strip in
exactly the same way. This one
needs to be reversed to go at
the other end of the card panel,
so it needs rotating before you
colour the daisies. 

With the strips placed the
right way around, use your pens
to colour the petals and bud in
each triangle, starting with blue
at the top, then alternating be-
tween mauve and blue. 

With the fold along the top,
stick these strips onto the side

Creative Paper: SR008P Dark Blue 
and SR073P Light Blue.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL810U-03 Daisy 
Corners, XL811U-03 Daisy Swags, 
XL632U-03 Borders, XL815U-03 
Deco Borders, XL501U-33 Cats, 
XL758U-03 10mm Letters, XL759U-
03 Letters, XL652U-02 New Home 
and ZL729U-82 3mm Dots.

White Gel Pen. 

Promarker Pens (or Flexmarkers).

Card Mount: SF14U-45 
Hammer White.
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Actual Size

RAINBOW CATS:

This colourful ‘rainbow’ version is a little
simpler to make as there are fewer borders
to align. It uses the same size card (SF14V-
67 hemp cream) and coloured paper strips
(CPA018).

Stick the daisy corners onto the coloured
paper strips, placing them so you get ‘pairs’
of colours, one of each pair being paler than
the other. Cut these out leaving about 1mm
of colour showing around the sticker.

Colour the petals and bud using a pen in
a deeper shade of the paper colour. Stick
the corners onto the side edges of the card
as shown, alternating the light and dark
colours as you go down the panel and re-
versing the order. i.e. the top left and bottom right
corners are red etc.

Make the zig-zag borders around the corners, join-
ing them straight across the top and bottom edges of
the card as shown. Place a large glitter dot (ZL713U-
53) at each junction of the border and a small one in
each corner of the card. Stick the cats and mouse
(XL079U-03) onto white card and
colour using promarker pens. Cut
out and stick the cats along the
bottom of the card, and the mouse
on the ‘E’ with gem dots (ZL774U-
50) over the wheels.

Trace the letters, transfer to the
relevant colour paper and cut out.
Dot and dash around the letters
using black pen and decorate with

silhouette stickers as shown. Add the greeting and
lettering to the card positioning them before sticking,
like the last card.

Inside the card, I have made a decorative double
panel, use blues instead of the colours shown if you
are doing the first card. The paper panel is 170mm x
255mm (SR078P), stuck onto the back panel with

corners made in the same way as
those on the front.

Use coloured paper as before
for the corner and swag stickers
on the inner panel, then position
them onto a 50mm x 115mm
cream paper panel. Add gold 
lettering (silver for the blue card) 
then stick in place. Finish with a 
little mouse each side.



Sew Sew......
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Make & Mend Paper Pack: PK722. 

Creative Paper: SR291P Brown Tartan.

Toppers: CDT020P Mannequins.

Card: CRE04CA4 Dark Brown.

2 x Brown Flower Brads.

15mm Wide Ribbon: MTR28-71 Sand.

Card Mount: GF31U-44 Linen Cream
and SF06U-44 Linen Cream.

SEW SEW SIMPLE CARD:

The designs on each page are repetitive, so that
once the card is standing upright, and opens up
slightly, this gives it a pleasing, consistent look.

Cut 1mm from the open end of the small panel on
the gatefold card so it doesn’t catch the book pages
once completed. 

Score a line down the large front panel, 20mm from
the fold line. Mark lightly on the inside if you need to,
then rub out afterwards. Fold the card then bend the
panel towards you on the new score line.

Fold the other card blank, and trim 1mm off the 
top or bottom edge then slip it inside the gatefold
card. Make a light mark on the card where the end 
of the gatefold panel comes, ready to trim later. Fold 
the gatefold panel up and lightly mark where the
score line needs to go on the card inside. 

Remove the card, take the scoreline mark around
to the back panel too, then score both panels. To en-
sure the pages don’t stick out too far, trim the open
end of the card about 1 to 2mm inside the first mark
going through both panels. Rub out any remaining

Sewing is such an enjoyable hobby, so I
was very pleased when these useful items
came along. I’ve made two quite different
card book designs with them, the first
being a lot simpler than the second.

pencil marks then fold both panels forward along the
new score lines. Slip the card back in place and firmly
stick all the ends together to make the bound end. 

When covering the panels, always leave 1 to 2mm
of card showing around the edges. Cut a piece of
brown tartan paper large enough to fit across the
whole large front panel. Trim an 18mm wide strip
from the left edge and stick it to the small bound end.
Trim the remaining piece from the right hand side to
fit the main part of the panel and stick in place. 

Make two holes along the centre of the bound end
at 42mm from the top and bottom edges. Push the
brads through and bend the ends at the back. Cover
the whole back panel with tartan paper.

Use the cream/brown papers for this project. Cover
the small front panel with scissor paper. Punch two
holes near the open end at 55mm from the top and
bottom edges and tie a piece of ribbon through with
the bow on the front when folded. Stick this panel
closed keeping the glue/tape away from the holes.

Decorate the pages as shown below using the 
papers and toppers (matted onto brown card), where
shown. Keep the mannequins in the exact same 
position on the front panel and each page, or they 
will look misaligned when the card is slightly open.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

SEW SEW COMPLEX CARD:

This is the more complex card/book. If you made
the previous card, use the grey sheets from your part
used paper pack for this one. Leave an edge of card
showing around all the panels as before. I’ve only
given exact sizes for panels etc., where it’s important
to the design. All the sewing has been done by ma-
chine, use straight stitch unless otherwise mentioned. 

It is simpler, and less wasteful of card, to print all 
of your wording panels at once then cut them apart. 
If you don’t have a computer/printer, peel-off stickers
are a good alternative for larger wording panels and
neat hand writing for the small wording.

Cut the scalloped card along the fold line to make
the front and back covers.

Front Cover: Cut a piece of red tartan to fit the
front panel as shown. Cut a smaller piece of gingham
to leave a wide border showing and stitch all around
to join them together about 4mm in from the edge.
Stick this onto the scalloped front panel. 

Zig-zag sew a 42mm deep panel of scissor paper
onto black card making it the same width as the
gingham panel, then glue in place. 

Cut a 64mm wide panel of grey stripe paper, and
stitch onto black card, the finished height should
allow a small edge of gingham paper to show at the
top and bottom. Stick this in place on the card then
add the sewing machine from the kit.

Cut a black oblong to fit into the gap above the
machine, mine is 30mm x 80mm. Print ‘SEWING’
onto white card to fit, cut around and mount. 

Inside Front Cover: Cut a piece of cotton reel
paper to fit the panel, stitch all around the paper, 
then stick it onto the card. Cut a piece of grey stripe
paper to 42mm wide and matt onto black card mak-
ing them the same height as the cotton reel panel.
Stitch them together then stick in place as shown.

Cut a 60mm x 80mm gingham panel, matt onto
black card and stick in place. Cut two 10mm squares
from black card, cut each in half diagonally and stick
onto the corners of the gingham panel. Print out a
wording panel using the photo for the words and
stick in place. Add a cotton reel from the kit.

Buttons Page: Cut a piece of white card to 105mm
square to make the page (note, part of the ‘sewing
tips’ page is showing behind this small page in the
photo above). Cut a panel of scissor paper to fit and
stitch around the edge before sticking it in place. 

Make a 42mm deep tartan panel and cut a notch
using a 25mm hole punch. Matt onto black card 
and make a notch to leave a black edge showing.
Stick in place to make a pocket and add the wording.
Tie 3mm black ribbon through two medium size tags
into a bow. Stitch the thread into the three loose 
buttons, but stick them in place. Slip the tags into 
the pocket.

Make & Mend Paper Pack: PK722.

Creative Paper: SR292P Red Tartan, SR145P Grey
Gingham and SR249P Antique Grey.

Card: CRE05CA4 Black and CVS01CA4 Value
Smooth White x 3 Sheets.

Die-Cut Tags: TAG01C-52 White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL023U-03 Uppercase and
XL058U-03 Lowercase

Black Ribbon: MTR14-85 7mm, MTR10-85 15mm
and MTR39-85 3mm.

2 x Black Mini Brads: BRD117.

White, Black, Grey and Red Cotton.

Buttons: Black 14mm Dia. and 2x Red 8mm Dia.

Embellishment Pack: ACC2102 Sewing Kit.

Sewing Machine.

2 x Ring-Binder Rings 30mm Diameter.

Card Mount: SCF06V-70 Value Smooth White.
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Pin Cushion Page: Cut and stick a panel of scis-
sor paper onto the back of the previous (buttons)
page. Cut a 55mm square of black card and round
the corners. Cut a 35mm square from the centre of
this to make a frame. Stick in place and add the pin
cushion from the kit.

Sewing Tips Page: Cut a 132mm square page
from white card. Cut the tartan paper to fit, and stitch
around the edge before sticking in place. Make a
42mm deep panel from gingham paper and stripe
paper using the motif edge shown, stick in place.

Stick a 65mm x 110mm panel of gingham to the
top part of the page. The book is made from five
pieces of white card cut to 60mm x 110mm, print 
the pages before cutting to size. Mine are full of use-
ful tips on ‘types of stitches, types of thread, using
the correct needle and machine sewing on paper’, 
see the next page for the full tips wording, or make
up your own tips if you prefer. Add a 22mm wide
piece of stripe paper to the top page of the little book
and a couple of brads then add to the card by stick-
ing the back page onto the gingham panel.

Made With Love & Mannequin Pages: I am doing
the instructions for both sides of this page together,
as they meet across the middle (note, several pages
are showing behind this small page in both photos,
this is the case for most of the following pages too). 

Cut a 65mm x 128mm page from white card and
cover both sides with antique grey paper. Take two
large die-cut tags and stick them back-to-back with
the page between them as shown, with the flat end
about 8mm from the side edge. Tie a piece of wide
black ribbon through the hole in the tag.

Matt a 35mm square of white card onto black 
card, stick onto the tag on the first side of the page
and add the ‘made with love’ piece from the kit. For
the other side of the page, cut the cotton reel/stripe
paper piece shown (below), from the ‘cover sheet’ in
the paper pack. Trim to 50mm square and stick onto
the tag then cut a complete mannequin from a back-
ground sheet, align over the panel and stick in place.

Scissors Page: Cut a 50mm x 70mm scissor
paper panel, matt onto black card and stick in place.

Stitches Page: Cut an 85mm x 200mm page from
white card. Score and fold the page at 110mm from
one end, then cut a notch in the middle of the shorter
end. Stick the sides together to form a pocket. Make
a large ‘STITCHES’ panel from white card matted
onto black and stick in place. 

Use the sewing machine to make different types of
stitches onto a piece of black
card. Your stitching should fit
within a 50mm x 80mm area.
Trim the card to 62mm x
100mm, round the edges 
and slip it into the pocket. 

Threads Page: Cover the back of the previous
(sewing tips) page with stitched tartan paper. Make a
65mm deep pocket from gingham paper, and lightly
stick a striped 18mm panel to the top by the centre
only. Stitch across the bottom of the striped panel,
through both layers, then stitch around the whole
panel.

Cut four pieces of white
card to 50mm x 85mm, wind
the tops with different colour
threads. Print the wording onto
white card, cut to size and
matt onto black card.
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Tips For Machine Sewing On Paper

Stitching on paper will dull your needle, so be sure to dedicate
one needle to this task.
Adjust your stitch length to be quite a long stitch, as small
stitches are close together and are likely to tear the paper.
Always stitch on the right side of the paper.
Don’t put pins in the papers to hold them steady, as they will
leave holes. Consider using a dab of glue in a place that won’t
be stitched over.
When turning corners, always stop with the needle in the down
position, lift the presser foot and turn the paper to the new po-
sition before continuing. 

Types Of Thread

Cotton: Suitable for light to medium weight fabrics, with little or
no stretch in them.
Polycotton: This thread is usually labelled ‘multi purpose’ and
is suitable for all machine and hand sewing tasks.
Polyester: Suitable for synthetic fabrics, and fabrics with a lot
of stretch in them.
Silk: This thread is more elastic than cotton and is suitable for
thin or delicate fabrics.
Heavy Duty: Used for sewing projects that require extra strong
stitches, like upholstery.

Using The Correct Needle

There is a wide range of needles to choose from, depending on
what you are sewing.
Universal Needle: The needle’s point is slightly rounded for use
with knit fabrics.
Ballpoint: This needle has a blunt, rounded tip, that slips be-
tween fibres, rather than piercing them.
Twin Needles: These needles are made with two shafts on a
crossbar, which extends from a single shank. Used for deco-
rative stitching and multiple uniform stitching rows.

Mannequin Page: (photo, bottom of previous
page) cut a 90mm x 128mm page from white card.

Make the wording to fit a 44mm x 80mm white
panel, matt onto black card and stick in place. Make
two holes in the centre at the right end of the page
about 20mm apart and thread the medium width
black ribbon through, tying a bow at the front. Add a
mannequin from the kit to the left, ensuring you leave
enough space at the end for punching the holes.

Types Of Stitches

Back Stitch: A sturdy hand stitch for seams and decoration. 
Blanket Stitch: Used to finish an unhemmed blanket.
Cross Stitch: Used as a fill in stitch to make pictures.
Darning Stitch: Used to repair holes or worn areas.
Running Stitch: For gathering and temporary seams.
Slip Stitch: A hand stitch used for sewing two pieces of fabric
together.
Top Stitch: Used on edges, such as necklines and hems.

Clean and maintain your sewing machine, lint build-up can cause tangled bobbins

Always iron your fabric before cutting it out, to ensure it lies flat when you cut

Plan ahead, have an idea of how you want your project to look, before you start

Get organised, keep all items for one project in one box

When making items that will be laundered, pre-wash your fabric 

Quick Tip: Never sew over pins, they can break your needle

Cotton Reel Page: Cut a 60mm x 65mm wide cot-
ton reel panel, matt onto gingham then black card
making each 10mm larger to leave a 5mm border all
around. Stick this onto the page as shown.

Inside Back Cover: Cut a grey stripe panel to fit
onto the scalloped card panel. Use an over-edging
stitch around the edge then stick onto the card. 

Cut a 78mm x 98mm panel from gingham, make a
notch in the centre of the top edge. Cut a larger piece
of black card. Stick the card behind the gingham by
the bottom and side edges only to make a pocket. 

From the ‘cover sheet’ included in the paper pack,
cut the section that shows the three grey papers
shown, to the width of the gingham bit of the pocket
and stick in place leaving the top open again so 
it makes a new pocket. Stick the pockets in place,
leaving the top open to make a third pocket.

Print a few one-line tips (see right), when you type
them leave three or four lines between them so you
can cut them into strips about 15mm wide, then add
to the pockets as shown.

Back Cover: Cut the paper shown to size on all
four edges so it fits the card with an even amount of
pattern around all the edges and stick in place.

Now the covers and all the pages are complete,
you need to punch holes in all of them to take the
rings. Make them about 5cm apart, but check each
page first to make sure this
works with all the elements
used and adjust if necessary. 

Line up all the pages in
order, slip them onto the
rings and snap shut. If you
can’t get a supply of rings
you can tie through with red
and grey raffia or ribbon.



Paper Moon
By Lottie Black
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

These simple, pretty congratulations cards for
proud new parents look really good in shades of pink,
blue, yellow and lilac, just perfect for baby girls and
boys. Try them with different sections of our pale
rainbow paper too for a slightly different effect.

Choose the area of the gradient
paper you want to show on your card
then, using the card blank as a tem-
plate, cut the square out.

Cut a 190mm length of satin and 
organza ribbon in the colours that
match the paper. Place them together
with the satin on top and position on the

paper square as shown, depending 
on the layout you are using. Stick the

ends to the back of the square, then stick
the square onto the front of the card blank. 

Trace the moon design and transfer to the
Hi-5 card. Cut it out and sticky fix in place on

the card front in the position shown for the de-
sign you are making. You can of course mix and
match the gradient paper colours with any of
these moon layouts.

Punch pairs of stars from cryogen white
paper and scatter them over the background

paper using the photo to guide you. For
each card I used seven larger stars

and seven smaller stars but you
can use as many as you like.
When you are happy with the po-

sitions, stick them in place. 

Tie a bow from organza
ribbon and stick onto the
ribbon or moon (pink card)
as shown. Tie a small bow
from satin ribbon and add
to the top of the main bow.
Note, the blue design has 
a simple folded length of 
blue satin ribbon under the
main bow instead. 

To finish, add a suitable
new baby greeting using
white stickers as shown.

Actual Size

OVER THE MOON:

Card: HIF07CA4 Hi-5 Pearl Cryogen White.

Paper: HIF07PA4 Hi-5 Pearl Cryogen White.

Scrapbook Paper: SR114P Pink/Purple Gradient,
SR117P Light Purple/Light Blue Gradient and
SR118P Pink/Cream Gradient. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL823U-08 Uppercase Italics,
XL824U-08 Lowercase Italics, XL563U-08 Upper-
case Plain and XL564U-08 Lowercase Plain.

Ribbon: MTR10-10 Rose, MTR10-40 Pale Blue,
MTR10-50 Light Yellow, MTR39-10 Rose, MTR39-
40 Light Blue and MTR39-70 Cream/Ivory.

Paper Punch: PPU234 Stars.

Card Blank: SF06U-30 Smooth White.
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To use up the spare pieces of paper and card I decided to
make a similar set of cards using a star as the main feature
instead of the crescent moon. 

Make the background squares as before, choosing the
area of colour. Use two lengths of narrow satin ribbon
(no organza) in the positions shown, taking the ends to
the back as before. 

The star is placed close to the centre for all three
cards, with a pretty organza bow added to each
one. The same punched stars in two sizes are
scattered across the back-
ground paper, and white new
baby wording added as shown.

To continue the theme my next idea was
for these pretty cloud designs. After cutting
them out, draw in the extra details.

Make the backgrounds as before and
add a strip of organza
ribbon in the position

shown. 

Add a short length of
matching satin ribbon in the 

centre at one end. Trim the loose
end to a point so it’s about 50mm
long then stick it down. Add the
cloud and organza bow as shown.

Use a standard hole punch for
the dots, or use stars as before 
if you prefer.

Actual Size

ON CLOUD NINE:

STARS IN THEIR EYES:

Actual Size



Cupcake Creations
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Small amounts of Double Knitting Wool.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL813U-02 & XL814U-02 8mm
Alphabet, XL513U-02 Birthday Mix, XL564U-02
Small Alphabet and XL777U-02 Candles.

Colouring Pens or Pencils.

Knitting Needles.

Sewing Needle For Wool.

Card Mount: AP52U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CAKES:

TO MAKE THE CARDS:

Row 14: (K2tog) twice
Cast off.

Background: This is a square knitted in stocking
stitch, large enough to go behind the aperture but not
larger than 13cm, so the card can be sealed easily.

For The Cake Case: Use double knitting yarn and
start with size 3mm (UK11) needles.
Cast on 12 stitches and work in 1 x 1 rib for 2 rows.
Change to 3.25mm (UK10) needles and work 2 more
rows. 
Change to 3.75mm (UK9) and work 2 more rows.
Change to 4mm (UK8) and work a further 2 rows then
cast off loosely. Changing the needle sizes every
couple of rows gives a bit of shape to the case with-
out stretching it.

For The Topping:

Use 3.75mm (UK9) needles 
and double knitting yarn. 

Cast on 21 stitches.
Row 1: K3, P1, (K5, P1) twice, K5
Row 2: (P5, K1) 3 times, P3
Row 3: K3, TW2 (twist 2, knit the 2nd stitch
on the needle without taking it off the needle
then purl the first stitch, taking both stitches
off the needle at once, effectively switching the
order of the two stitches), (K4, TW2) twice, K4
Row 4: P3, K2 tog, (P4, K2 tog) twice, P4
Row 5: K4, (TW2, K3) 3 times, K2
Row 6: P1, (K2 tog, P3) 3 times
Row 7: K1, TW2, (K2, TW2) 3 times
Row 8: P2 tog, (P1, K2 tog) 3 times
Row 9: K2, (TW2, K1) 3 times
Row 10: K2 tog, (P1, K2 tog) 3 times
Row 11: P1, K1, (TW2) twice, K1
Row12: (K2 tog)
twice, P1, K2 tog
Row 13: Purl

Main Card: Make the cupcake as described using
pink for the case (WOOLBB6) and white twinkle 
for the frosting (WOOLBT1) so it has a lovely shim-
mer. Place the aperture of the card face down over
the segment diagram (left). Mark each segment 
onto the back of the aperture then twist the card
around to mark the other half. Use a needle tool 
to pierce a hole, 5mm from the edge of the aperture, 
on each mark. I’ve included the dots on the diagram
so you can trace and transfer in the usual way if you
prefer.

Place the knitted background (WOOLBB9) behind
the aperture and use masking tape to temporarily
hold it in place, check that the stitches are upright in
the card and not too stretched, but still taut. Use
blanket stitch to hold the panel in place in a colour 
to suit the design you are making.

Remove any masking tape that crosses the folds 
of the card, you may need to also stick the corners of
the background knitting to the card to keep it as flat
as possible. Don’t stick the flap closed yet.

Stitch the case onto the background first, place it
close to the aperture and central, using small stitches

While knitting some baby jumpers recently, I
thought that the rib would make perfect little cake
cases, and these cards grew from there.
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VARIATIONS:

in the same
yarn it was 
knitted from. 

Place the
frosting on 
the top, with 
the peak just
below the top 
of the aperture
and, using the
same yarn it
was knitted
from, stitch
down one side,
the frosting
should be a few millimetres wider than the case.
Don’t tie off the end until the other side is done and
you are sure of the fit so it will be easy to undo if nec-
essary. Stitch down from the other side, the bottom
edge of the frosting should roll under a little and stick
out from the case each side. Stitch the bottom edges
that go beyond the case, but there is no need to
stitch all along the bottom edge.

For the flower, cast on about 25 stitches, tie off 
the end and remove from the needle. Coil this, using
the thread ends to stitch it to the card, then work
three white twinkle French knots through the middle.

Stick the back flap behind the work, I like to use
UHU rather than tape for this job as it is quite bulky
and can pull apart with tape. Add the wording stick-
ers, flowers, dots and letters.

For the candles, stick three directly to the card
mount and two onto a scrap of card. Colour the
flames and add a dash of pale pink to the decora-
tions on the candles. Cut out the two on the scrap 
of card and mount using sticky pads.

Pink Card: AP52U-178 Linen Pink. Using baby
twinkle throughout (WOOLBT2 Pink & WOOLBT6
Cream). The background is hammer white card
(CEM01A5). The frosting is topped with a pink flower
button (BUT803) and pink stickers (XL768U-20 &
XL769U-20) make a pretty
edge for the card. 

Square Brown Card:
AP52U-14 Dark Brown.
Mmmmm........ chocolate 
cake with raspberry butter-
cream, a delightful combina-
tion. The case is made using
some left over 4 ply yarn so it
needs a few more stitches to
get the same width, and more
rows for height too. This time
instead of graduating the nee-
dles, I squeezed the bottom
together a bit and stretched

the top a bit to get the shape when sewing it onto 
the background.  

The raspberry frosting is made from our top value
tweed yarn (WOOLF15), the colour is just so nice with
the little flecks of darker pink and brown in it, and just
perfect for the job (I feel a jumper coming on too). I
took the frosting over the top of the case this time,
again a little stretch at the bottom makes the edge
bulk out and give a lovely shape to the frosting.

The raspberry on top is made from pale pink gems
stuck onto deep pink card, I coloured them with Lu-
mocolor pens until I got a nice shade for a raspberry,
using purple, orange and purple again. The back-
ground is cream baby twinkle (WOOLBT6).

Three Cake Card: SF08U-14 Dark Brown. The
raspberry background (80mm x 185mm) is stitched
onto a white panel using big stitches in brown yarn.
The three cakes are a little smaller than before to fit
the panel. The cases are dark brown and the tops
baby twinkle cream (WOOLBT6). I’ve tied a bow from
two strands of brown for each of the cupcakes.



The Moon Was Full...
By Charlotte Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR164P Blue Stars.

Creative Paper Pack: PK722 Make & Mend.

Stardream Paper: STD01PA5 Silver.

Black Paper: CRE05PA4. 

Stamp Pad: STP146 Jet Black.

Sponge: SPO03 Sponge Finger Tips.

Punches: PPU234 Stars and PPW907 Circle.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL563U-02 Uppercase
and XL564U-02 Lowercase.

Card Blank: SF13U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Halloween is one of my favourite times of 
the year and I just can’t resist making lots of
spooky cards. These starry silhouette designs
are really fun and simple to make, great for a
spooky get together for kids or grown-ups.

the panel is 140mm deep from 
the top of the house to the bottom
edge. Cut it out and carefully cut

the windows away. Stick
onto the lower edge 

of the card blank,
trimming the

sides to
fit.

Select a grey ‘make and
mend’ paper sheet (has a
patterned border) and punch
a circle (75mm dia.) from the
middle avoiding the border.
Colour the edges as before
with the inkpad then stick
the moon above the dip in
the hill. 

Punch six stars (three big,
three small) from the silver
paper and arrange around
the moon as shown. Add the
peel-off wording, or wording
of your choice. 

This card (SF06U-35) is
much smaller, so the moon

looks larger in proportion. Cut the
bats from black paper, making 
two of the small ones. Stick them
in place and add silver stars
around them. The message is 
a reference from Lewis 
Caroll’s “Twinkle, 
Twinkle, Little 
Bat”.

Cover the front of the card with
star paper then use the finger
daubers and stamp pad to darken
the top and side edges slightly as
follows. Place the work on a piece
of scrap paper, load the sponge
and dab off the excess on a tissue.
Brush the ink inwards onto the
paper for about an inch, re-inking
the sponge sparingly as needed,
then allow to dry.

Trace and trans-
fer the diagram
(without any
bats) to the
top edge of
the black
paper. Bring
the sides
down 
so



Encaustic Art
By Christine Moses
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Encaustic Iron: ECT01
(or a small travel iron).

Selection of Coloured Waxes
(codes starting ECW).

Encaustic Card: COAT5A5 
Gloss White Coated.

Kitchen Roll.

An Old Magazine.

White Paper 
(for behind the work).

Good Quality White Candle 
(to clean the iron).

Card Mount: AP01G White/Silv.

INTRODUCTION:

If you like being creative, you
will love encaustic art, which can
best be described as ‘painting’
with hot/warm wax. The wax is
melted onto the base plate of an
encaustic iron, which is very simi-
lar to a small travel iron with a flat
base plate (no steam holes).

The melted wax is then applied
to white non-absorbent card using
different ‘movements’, mainly
smoothing and dabbing to achieve
spectacular results. Just remem-
ber, practice makes perfect, but
one thing is for sure... you don’t
have to be good at art or drawing
to achieve good results.

Use a piece of white paper be-
neath the coated card to take up
the excess wax as you work. 

Set the iron on a low heat, and
holding it face up, melt a small
amount of wax onto it by carefully
moving the block of wax across
the base plate. 

The wax should slowly melt to a
thick consistency. You will find the
right heat setting by trial and error.
Too hot and the wax will ‘smoke’,
too cold and it will not melt. 

SIMPLE LANDSCAPE:

1

Now just let your creative juices
flow and enjoy yourself. Take time
to practice applying the wax to the
card, gliding the iron as you go,
without pressing down hard. 

Between each stage the iron
must be cleaned. To do this, use a
good quality white candle. Use
kitchen roll to wipe off excess wax
from the iron, melt some candle
wax onto the base plate and wipe
clean with kitchen roll.

Try dabbing the iron onto the
card with two or three colours
melted onto the base plate. Dab
and lift quickly, this will allow air 
to separate the melted wax and
create tiny veins which look so 
effective and pretty as bushes or
plants (see photo below). 

Once you feel confident to
progress, try to create a land-
scape. Always start at the top of

Place an old magazine or tele-
phone directory, or even an old
wooden chopping board onto your
work surface.

On top of that place several
sheets of white paper, copy paper
is good for this as it’s inexpensive.

As you glide the iron over the
card some wax will go onto 

1. This picture shows my work
setup, if you don’t have an old
table, protect your work surface
with a large sheet of paper taped
in place. Stand the iron on some
copy paper and a piece of kitchen
roll to catch any wax that rolls off. 

the card, sky first and work your
way down blending each stage
into the last.
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LANDSCAPE TWO:

10. You should get a result some-
thing like this close up picture.
Add more wax to the iron as you
add another depth of the land-
scape (below the first hill), instant
perspective is achieved.

2

6

8

9

11

10

7

4

3

5

the white paper, replace the top
sheet as you progress with the
painting, so you have a nice clean
sheet behind the work. 

To 'paint' a landscape the wax
must be applied to the card from
the top, sky first, and then work
your way down.

2. Apply the white wax to one side
of the base plate, if you are left
handed you may prefer the oppo-
site side to me. Add the blue on
top of the white.

3. You are now ready to apply the
wax to the card. To do this glide
the iron loaded with blue and white
wax across the top of the card in
one continuous movement. Don't
press down too hard, applying the
wax is not like ironing clothes, so
be quite gentle!

4. Change the white paper then
add the hills and fields. Catch the
lower edge of the sky with the iron
as you start the hills, to help blend
them together nicely. Move the

7. Start at the top left hand corner
of your card (if you are right
handed) and move the iron across
the top of the card using one con-
tinuous movement.

6. So to begin this design I added,
blue & orange to the white melted
wax to create the sky.

Several colours can be mixed
together to give you a more
colourful landscape design. 

5. Add bushes and trees by dab-
bing the iron as described in the
introduction (and see steps 11 &
12). Just use a little brown in with
the green on the tip of the iron for
this simple design.

iron across in a sweeping motion
to make the rolling hills then
roughly dab the iron towards the
bottom of the card as a base
ready for the foreground bushes. 

8. Two shades of green and a little
brown are melted onto the base
plate in order to add the fields
and/or hills.

9. To give the impression of grass
fields, shuffle the iron across 
the page very gently, using a 
curving/flowing movement.

11. The next stage is to add trees
into the background and bushes 
to the foreground. This is done by
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LANDSCAPE THREE:

melting several colours in tiny
amounts to the toe of the iron, I’ve
used red, yellow, blue and green
together to give a more colourful
landscape. 

16. It takes a moment for the wax
to cool and dry. Place the picture
onto the work surface and polish it
with kitchen roll. It will then shine
almost like a photograph. Mount
your work into a suitable card (see
photo top right) or even frame it as
a gift.

12

16

14

13

15

purple sky looked so beautiful and
moody that I decided to go one
step further, and made a ruined
abbey to fit snugly onto the hill. 

13. The finished landscape with
bushes in the foreground and
rolling hills in the distance.

12. In order not to spoil the work
you have already done, it is best 
to add the trees & bushes by hold-
ing the card up from the work 
surface, supporting it underneath 
with your fingers. Then dab the 
toe of the iron where the trees &
bushes are to be placed. As the
wax is dabbed onto the card, lift
the iron quickly, this will cause air
to separate the wax before it dries.

14. The sky on this design is made
by adding purple to the white wax.
Several colours are mixed together
for the trees and bushes just like in
the last design. This scene with its

15. This is not as complicated as 
it looks (I’ve shown it close up so
you can see the detail). The wax is
placed onto the tip of the iron, the
tip is then placed onto the scene
and moved quickly to the right or
left, just a 5mm or so, in order to
make each section of the building.

Above: Rubber stamps can be
used to make a central feature too.
Stamp before adding the wax, you
can scrape away some of the wax
as I have over the face of the mer-
maid so it shines out more clearly.

If you find you are struggling to
make a perfect scene, remember
that you can make superb abstract
pictures with wax too, and you can
always re-melt the wax on the card
to change the picture if there are
areas you are not happy with.

There are other techniques to 
try as you get more experience
and some good books available
too. I hope this introduction to En-
caustic Art will encourage you to
give it a try. Have fun and above 
all enjoy yourself.



Digi Images
By Kathleen Dewhirst
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

PASSED AT LAST:

GET WELL SOON:

Actual Size

Cover the front panel of the card to make a back-
ground (CNT139PA5), I’ve cut mine with

shaped scissors and left an edge of
white card showing.

One complete layer is stuck onto
the background, then just the fruit

and bowl are used for the top layer,
without the circles. 

Print two extra
strawberries and

cherries and sticky
fix them onto the

outer corners
to complete

the design. 

Printer Paper or Plain White Paper.

Creative Paper: SR217P White/Red Dots.

Scrap of White Card.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL562U-03 Numbers, XL563U-
03 Uppercase Letters, XL564U-03 Lowercase 
Letters and XL500U-03 Lines.

Card Mount: SF06V-70 Value Smooth White.

Cover the front of the card with dotty paper
and stick a copy of the car near the bottom.

Add the ‘L’ plate in the air above the
car. Sticky fix another car and ‘L’ plate
on top to add depth. You can print out
more images and use them to build up
different areas of the picture in as many
layers as you like. 

Make the little ‘movement’ lines
under the wheels of the car and the
longer curved ones between the hand
and ‘L’ plate using narrow sticker
lines.

Make a number plate from 
a scrap of white card cut to
10mm x 30mm and add the let-
ters with two 5s for the Ss to
make ‘PA55ED’. Sticky fix the
number plate in place. 

Add the wording in the top
right, depending on the recipient,
you may prefer to put ‘you’ve
passed’, rather than my wording. 

These cards were made by downloading images
from Craft Creations digi download site. There are a
lot of different designs, each with an outline version
to colour in yourself, and a coloured, ready to print
version. You can re-size them as you like then print
off multiple copies and layer them like découpage.

To see all the digi images, just go onto the website
(www.craftcreations.com) and click on the news tab.
In the window that comes up, subscribe to the email
newsletter and you will be sent a welcome email with
a digi download link. If you are not online, then simply
trace the designs from the page and colour them in
yourself. See further instructions at the end.
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DOWNLOADS:

When you go to the downloads page, you will
see a set of links at the side with different dates. 

Click on the Feb 2011 link for the car design,
the March 2011 link for the new home and the
April 2012 link for the fruit design. There is 
also a big orange box on the site with helpful
instructions for anyone new to downloads.

Cover the front panel 
of the side stepper card
(ST01V-70) with meadow paper
(SR054P), cutting it so it goes over
the top fold by about 20mm and the
small fold by about 8mm.

Cut a small piece to cover each of
the small steps taking the top edges
over the back folds by about 8mm. 

Print and cut out two layers, cut-
ting away the flower stems. Stick the
first layer in place with the flower
heads in the right place and draw in
the stems using a black felt tipped
pen. Sticky fix the top layer in place.
Print out extra trees and flowers and add
them onto the stepper part of the card.

Actual Size

Actual Size

NEW HOME:



Parisian Poodles
By Nora Johnston
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Cover the base of the card with a strip of bright red
card cut to 40mm x 203mm. Add a lamp-post 85mm
from the left edge, place it about 5mm up from the
red strip. Trim the base from another lamp-post (this
will make it look smaller and further away), position it
30mm from the left edge and just above the red strip
as before. 

Infill the posts with pieces from the sticker sheet
then add platinum glitter into the lamp area of both.
Put some glitter onto a tissue and
carefully dab around the lamp-posts
to lightly glitter the card too.

Cut a strip of black glitter board
roughly 10mm deep using fancy scis-
sors for the top edge. Place this along
the top of the red panel and stick a
length of check ribbon over the join.

Cut the triangles from crimson
card, mine are different widths to fit

the letters and the space available, so trace them
from the diagram below or draw your own and check
they fit as you go. Matt these onto the black glitter
board then cut out so they have a 1mm glitter border. 

Arrange the bunting along the top of the card as
shown. Stick in place adding a letter sticker or dot to
each triangle except the two behind the couple, and
add a bow at each of the peaks.

Assemble the découpage (excluding layer one) 
and sticky fix to the right hand side of the card with
the feet along the bottom edge of the card. 

Trace the poodle onto pale brown vivelle and cut
out. Cut a piece of black ribbon to about 120mm
long, peel the backing from the dog and stick one
end of the ribbon to the back of the neck, stick the

dog in place as shown. Twist the ribbon and
wrap it around the girl’s arm, fastening it in
place. Create the collar using black glitter

glue in the shape of a bow then add a
red gem in the centre. 

Add small dots of red glitter to the hem of
her dress and the centre of the rose in her
hair and on her handbag. 

Finish with a few punched glitter board
stars (PPU234 does both sizes), or peel-off

stars if you don’t have a punch, ZL698U-51
would make a good substitute.

3D Découpage: DCD576 Red Romance.

Card: COL159CA5 Bright Red and 
COL160CA5 Crimson. 

Glitter Board: GB01A5 Gold and 
GB03A5 Black.

Vivelle: VIV05A5 Pale Brown.

Peel Off Stickers: XL185U-03 Lamp-
posts and ZL758U-43 10mm Letters.

Ribbon: MTR39-85 3mm Black Satin 
and MTR19-20 Red/White Check.

Bows: BOW71-09 Black Satin.

Gems: GEM88 Red 3mm.

Glitter Glue: STK011 Red, STK016 
Platinum and STK017 Black Diamond.

Scissors: SCI19 Victorian Curves and Peaks.

Card Mount: SF01V-66 Hemp White.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR265P Pastel Brown Stripes.

Die-Cut 3D Découpage: DCD589 Young Couple.

Paper: CNT138PA5 Fresh Pink, 
COL161PA5 Magenta and 
CDH152PA5 Suede Dotty.

Vivelle: VIV06A5 Brown.

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-01 Grey Satin.

Gems: GEM123 Mixed Pearl 3mm and 
GEM51 Pale Pink 2mm.

Glitter Glue: STK010 Stickles Pink.

Paper Punch: PPW202 Heart.

Peel Off Stickers: XL648U-02 Tiny Birthday.

Card Mount: SF06V-70 Value White.

YOUNG COUPLE CARD:

Actual Size

Actual Size

Cut a piece of striped paper to 70mm wide x
140mm with the stripes going across the paper, and
a piece of dotty card to the same size taking care to
centre the dots on the panel. Stick these to the card
as shown 2mm in from the edges. 

Assemble the découpage from layer two (layer one
is not used for this design). Stick the young couple

over the join on the background pieces as shown,
leaving his arm loose so the ribbon can be tucked
under later. 

Trace the poodle and transfer to brown vivelle. 
Cut out the poodle, peel the backing and stick one
end of a 110mm length of grey ribbon to the back 
of the neck. Stick the dog onto the card, overlapping
the side of the young man as shown. Wrap the free
end of the ribbon around the man’s arm and use a
dab of glue or tape to fasten it. 

Make a collar using glitter glue, tapering it in the
centre to make a bow shape and add a pink half-
pearl. Add another half-pearl to the centre flower in
the bouquet and pink gems to all the other flowers.

Add the peel-off message to the striped paper.
Punch hearts from the pink paper to make the bunt-
ing across the corner and add two more hearts 
below the text as shown.

Left: These little poodles work just as well with the
purple romance couple too, in this case I have used
layer one as well,                just to keep the beautiful
stone balcony in                        the scene. The back-
ground panel on                          this card is purple
vine paper 
(SR247P).



Linda Williams
Designer Profile
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stitch, then I could progress to the
next stage of learning how to fol-
low a pattern.

18 months after Gill taught me
to tat she moved up north, so I
joined a local lace group she had
told me about. Through this I grad-
ually made other tatting friends
and also became a member of 
The Ring of Tatters. 

Tatting is a form of lace,
made with the hands using 
a shuttle and crochet thread.
It’s an old craft and is very
versatile. 

There are lots of uses for
tatting, including edging 
fabric, jewellery making 
etc., and small motifs are
just perfect for card making.
Further in this article you 
will see examples of both
traditional and modern 
tatting.

There is just one stitch,
called a double stitch. Rings
are made using just the shuttle
thread, and chains are made using both the shuttle
thread and the ball thread. Picots are made by leav-
ing a gap before closing the stitch and are either for
decoration or joining (with a hook
on the end of the shuttle or a sep-
arate crochet hook).

I was taught to tat by my friend
Gill, in 1980 when we sat together
in our lunch breaks at work. 

She showed me a simple motif
one day, and from then on I was
completely hooked and deter-
mined to learn how to tat.

It really didn’t take very long, I
just had to master the flick of the
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I have been a Craft Creations
customer for many years, as you
can see from the blue Happy
Birthday card (far right), made
probably in the 1980s, and a
more up-to-date presentation 
of the same design (right). 

Tatting gives me
so much pleasure
and I take it wher-
ever I go, as 
it’s so portable.
Whether I’m on
holiday, travel-
ling on public
transport or
demonstrat-
ing at an
event,
people

stitch and they all went
away with tatted cards 
and lots of enthusiasm 
and information on how 
to progress further.

I have built up quite a
large display of tatting 
over the years, including
mats, collars and jewellery,
as well as some Christ-
mas tree decorations, a 
cot quilt with 12 tatted 
animals on, children’s
crayon cases with tatting,
and of course quite a lot 
of cards. 

always stop and talk to me. Even men are curi-
ous to know what I’m doing!

I sometimes get asked to demonstrate/teach
and can do this now that I am retired. I particu-
larly enjoyed a workshop which I hosted last
year at a National Trust property in the Lake
District. By the end of the afternoon the ladies -
who were on holiday there - could make the
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maids (see pictures on
the next page). She
liked them so much,
she then asked me to
do some tatting for 
her wedding dress. 

I managed to find 
an off-white thread to
match the colour of
the dress material
and made the tatting

I have recently started combining my love of sewing with
tatting, see pictures of the bunting on the next page, the
mouse ornament and the baby dress, I have included 
a close up of the top part of the dress so you can see
the tatted details more clearly. I have lots of other 
tatting/sewing projects that I want to do, but I still keep 
coming back to card making as I enjoy it so much. All the
patterns for the cards shown were taken from my tatting 
pattern books. I love looking through the
books to find a pattern suitable for 
making to put onto a card.

Last Autumn I was asked by a bride-to-
be to make some wide, tatted beaded
bracelets for herself and her brides-
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There are videos
on YouTube which
show how it’s done,
so take a look. The
Ring of Tatters has
lots of information,
including a begin-
ner’s DVD. 

The newsletters
they produce each
year always have
names and ad-
dresses of suppliers
(for shuttles, threads
and pattern books). 

They also have a
register of members, so if you contact them, they
may be able to put you in touch with a tatter in your
area (www.ringoftatters.org.uk).

I am also happy to give advice and have asked the
Craft Creations team to pass on my mobile number
and email address to anyone who requests them.

in the finest size (100). I made 8 large
curved shapes, which were sewn diag-
onally onto the front bodice with lots 
of beads and sparkles and the dress
looked really nice when finished. The
wedding was in April and at the time 
of writing this, I’m looking forward to
hearing about the big day.

After finishing the bride’s tatting, I decided to make
some other wedding-related tatting. The bride was
disappointed that I had not come up with the ideas in
time for her wedding though! Here are some pictures
of what I’ve made so far.

It took quite a long time to sew the tatting onto the
wedding bunting! Eventually I hope to make more
samples of wedding favour boxes and menu & place
cards, with hearts, bells and butterflies. 

For my next project I intend to make a ring pillow
edged with tatting. If my teenage granddaughters
ever get married and ask me to make some tatting
for their weddings, I will certainly be ready with ideas!

I am hoping that some readers may be inspired 
to learn tatting so that they too can make some 
tatted cards.
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Stitched Square
By Margaret McQuillan
STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 22 Count White or Cream Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 46 x Depth 46.

Thread: Green Stranded Cotton.

Ribbon: MTR39-69 Dark Green.

Card Mount: AP55U-46 Hammer Cream.

Place the fabric
in an embroidery
hoop. Using two
strands through-
out, stitch following
the chart below. 

Remove the
work from the hoop
and mount as de-
sired. I have used 
a small aperture
card in cream to
match the aida,
then finished with a
bow in a slightly darker green than the thread.

The close up stitching is on white aida, and looks
best mounted into a deep green card (AP55U-23).
When using a dark colour card, place a piece of 
white paper behind the work to prevent the colour
showing through the fabric. 

You can stitch this design in any colour thread.
This orange version was stitched
onto white fabric for a bright fresh
look. This is mounted into a white
card (AP16U-30) covered with
SR115P red/yellow creative paper.
On this card there is enough space
to include a sticker greeting and
some gold hearts. 



Pastel Butterflies
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

CPA005 Small White Dots On Pastel Colours,
CPA007 Small Pale Dots On White.

Beading Wire: FLA07-01 Gold, FLA07-02 Silver.

Stickles Glitter: STK024 Star Dust.

Peel Off Stickers: XL241U-02 Thank You, 
ZL633U-82 Borders and ZL774U-82 Gem Dots.

Card Mount: SF07U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATIONS:

Cut an 18mm wide strip of lilac/white dots paper
and stick onto the front panel, 20mm from the open
end. Trim the ends to the card edges for a neat finish.
Add a glitter border to each side of the paper strip
and two gem dots at the top right corner of the panel.
Stick the greeting in the left corner.

Simple but very stylish, these butterflies are cut
from dotty paper in pretty pastel combinations.

Trace both of the butterflies and transfer to thin
card to use as templates. 

Make a pair of butterflies, one in each size, from
lilac/white and white/lilac dotty paper (if you are
going to make several cards, cut as many butterfly
pairs as you need so you can make them all at once).
Stick the pairs together by the middle only so the
wings are able to separate slightly.

Add a row of five gem dots along the centre for the
body. Cut 120mm of silver wire, bend it in the middle
and curve the ends to make the antennae. Stick this
in place on the back of the butterfly. Add a dot over
each dot on the top butterfly paper using the stickles
glue then allow to dry.

Below: The lower part of the butterfly is made from
hammer pale blue card
instead of dotty paper;
the dots on the borders
are glittered too.

Right: This butterfly is
made from pearlescent
paper and daisy paper;
the edges are glittered.
This shows how nicely
the idea works with 
other types of paper.

Stick the butterfly onto the card at an angle, leave
the wings free so they lift slightly from the card.



Vase Variations
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR096P Very Light Rainbow.

Die-Cut Flowers: CFL03P Orange.

Centura Accents Paper: CNTASP Mixed Pack.

Centura Paper: CNT110PA4 Snow White.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL713U-81 Dots, XL408U-08
Happy Birthday and XL768U-08 Curl Corners.

Paper Punch: PPW506 Daisy.

Card Mount: DF01U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

ture by about 10mm each side, trim the end as
needed and fix in place with a little clear tape (re-
mark the remainder of the strip ‘a’ or just put it back
on the correct pile). The bottom of the first strip may
need to be trimmed so it does not extend beyond the

bottom edge of the card.

Use a second colour, placing it
in the same way as before, over
segment 1b, trimming the strip 
to length and fixing into place.
Work around with strips 1c, 1d
and 1e in the remaining colours. 

Continue in the same way,
starting with 2a, keeping the
colours correct, until all the seg-
ments are covered. 

Carefully remove the card from
the pattern, check the strips are
all neatly aligned then cover 
the centre hole with any one of
the colours used. Stick the back
flap behind the work, taking care
not to buckle the front as the
work is fairly bulky.

I love the adaptability of these die-cut flowers, they
can be altered in all sorts of ways to give a different
finish, and look so good with this pretty iris vase too. 

Cut a blue to peach section of the light rainbow
paper to 142mm x 195mm and stick centrally onto
the centre panel of the card. Trace the vase shape
from the diagram, include a mark for each lower cor-
ner of the panel (black line) for alignment.

Place the traced vase on the back of the centre
panel (blue part of the paper to the top) and align the
marks to the bottom and fold lines of the card. Trans-
fer to the card, and carefully cut the vase out.

Cut strips from centura paper, you will need 3 or 4
long strips at 25mm wide. These papers are quite 
difficult to tell apart, so cut them
one at a time and lightly pencil 
a letter on the back of each, so 
all the snow white strips are ‘a’,
the copper/blue strips are ‘b’
etc. to match the spirals on the
diagram, keep them in separate
heaps. The colour order for this
design is not important as they 
are all very similar.

Place the card face down over
the pattern on the page and hold
in place with low tack tape. Fold a
5mm lip along one long edge of
each strip as you use them. 

Place the first colour (marked
‘a’), with the folded edge to the
segment line, and face down over
the area marked 1a. The ends of
the strip need to overlap the aper-
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from our deco range XL817U-01 butterfly corners
and XL815U-01 deco borders.

Using silicone glue to fix the flowers and leaves in
place means you can get the leaves to stand away

from the card, just use a blob in the centre on the
fold, the flowers can also be tilted as desired to

give them a more natural appearance.

Above: Roses and forget-me-nots go so
nicely together and this time the spirals

are trimmed with antique wave scissors
before rolling to give a lovely frilled

edge to the petals. 

The flower stems are made from
XL561U-02 narrow borders. Add
these to the vase, trimming the tops
to shape, add the roses and inter-
sperse with small flowers. These are
punched from the gradient paper
used in the main design with a dot
of gold glitter glue for the centres.

The papers used for this vase are
all from our creative paper range.
The pink/white & blue/white floral
papers are from the 6”x6” pastel
chic pack PK721, the others 
are CP084S pink/silver, CP085S

blue/silver and
CP311G pink/gold
stripe.

Add the white wording in the bottom right corner
and corner stickers into the other three corners.

Punch about 15 daisies from the white paper and
stick a dot in the centre of each one. Place them on a
soft surface and lightly emboss the petals from the
top to give a nice curved shape.

The roses are wound from the outside edge in to
the centre, using a quilling tool is the easiest way.
Spread glue on the centre blob and lightly press the
spiral onto the glue. The size and shape of the rose
varies depending on how tightly you hold the coil, let
it spring open a bit before pressing on the glue so
you get a bit of an open centre. Make up all of the
roses on the sheet and leave to dry.

Place a rose on the table and press down on the
coils with the flat of your hand to crush the petals a
little. Now use tweezers or the quilling tool to roll the
edges of the petals over, as you do this the coils will
form little points which gives a more defined shape 
to the petals.

Arrange the flowers on the card, interspersing the
daisies amongst the roses, gluing in place once you
are happy.

Lemon Card: The leaves from the flower sheet, 
are each creased along the length to give them a 
nice shape. The flowers are rolled and glued to make
quite large, open flowers and the edges are rolled
with tweezers for the outer few circuits. These are 
not crushed first and give a taller flower with more
defined curls in the centre. 

The papers used to make the vase are terrazzo
(T04A4 and T05A4) which gives 
a sort of granite effect and
sections from our gradient
papers SR119P for the
pale green, SR118P
for the peach and
SR115P for the
yellow. The
border is



Back To School
By Kate Earle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR302P Grey Weave.

Card: CRE03CA5 Dark Green, COL153CA5 
Tuscan Brown, KA019CA5 Pale Blue, VA010A5
Buff and CNT116CA5 Pearl Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL758U-01 U/C Letters,
XL516U-01 Numbers, XL814U-01 L/C Letters,
XL562U-01 Numbers, XL563U-01 U/C Letters 
and XL776U-01 Graduation.

White Paper and a Cocktail Stick. 

Card Blank: SF01C-172 Ash.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 146mm wide x199mm panel from grey
weave paper. Stick a 50mm square of this paper onto
the back of the top right corner,
and fold as shown. Make a small
tear at each of the remaining
three corners then stick centrally
onto the front panel of the card.

Use the diagram, and brown
card to make the easel. Cut
two 100mm x 130mm ob-
longs from buff card. Cut 
a 96mm x 126mm oblong
from black pearl card and
stick to the centre of one
of the buff panels. 

Mark an oblong
4mm in on all sides 
on the other buff
panel and cut away
the middle to make
a frame. Stick 
this over the
buff/black panel.

Make a nar-
row shelf for
the chalk from
a 10mm wide
strip of
brown card
cut to
105mm
long,
then
folded
in half

along the length. Stick one
edge of the chalk shelf onto the

back of the blackboard.

Stick the easel centrally onto the
background with the feet about 12mm

from the bottom of the card. Sticky fix
the board over the easel so just a small

top edge of the easel shows above it.

The books are die-cut, but you can cut your
own similar ones from the diagrams. Trace the
covers from the diagram and cut from blue and
green card, making a slot where the pages fit.
Stick white paper behind each cover so the
pages are inset then draw faint dashed lines
onto the paper with a black pen. 

You can use a black pen to write the
name of any school subject on the book
covers if you like before sticking them by
the foot of the easel as shown.

Cut two 10mm lengths from a cock-
tail stick, then wrap them in a few
rounds of white paper to make the
chalks. Stick these to the shelf then
add the remainder of the cocktail
stick to the board as a ‘pointer’.

Add the peel-off stickers to the
board, use the ‘B’ upside-down
to place it backwards, and mis-
spell some of the words as
shown. Add the face in the
corner and make the arrow
with a capital ‘A’ & ‘I’ from
the alphabet sheets.



Autumn Leaves
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Tracing Paper: TR003 140gsm.

Stardream Pearl Card: STD05CA5 Copper.

Die-Cut Banner: CDS110G Happy Birthday.

Gold Gel Pen or Gold Ink and Pen.

Pergamano Tools: 
PG10241 1 Needle Perforating Tool and 
PG10261 2 Needle Perforating Tool.

Colouring Pens, Inks, Pencils.

Card Mount: SF06V-66 Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATION:

This version uses four maple
leaves, two as the diagram, and
two a bit smaller by tracing a couple of millimetres inside the line. 

The colouring is done on the front
using ‘Perga Liners’ (PG21452) this
time, in a mix of the ‘A’ colours 
(water blendable) overlaid with the
‘B’ colours. Just keep adding the
colour until you like the effect.

The veins are added freehand
after colouring, using a glitter gel
pen which gives a subtle sparkle in 
the right light. 

Cut a piece of copper Stardream to 132mm square
and stick centrally onto the front of the card.

Trace all the leaves, including the veins, using the
gold gel pen and colour them on the front, I used Marvy Le Plume pens
but there is such a variety of colouring mediums just use your favourite.

Use single and double needle tools to neatly pierce around all the
leaves just outside the gold lines.

Lightly emboss the leaves on
the back before carefully cutting
along the pierced holes to re-
move them from the sheet.

Sticky fix the birthday banner
in the centre of the copper panel,
then arrange the leaves around 
it in a pleasing manner before
sticking them in place with sili-
cone adhesive.

Actual Size
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Make & Mend Paper Pack: PK722.

Card: CDG156CA5 Mango/Gold Spot and 
Scrap of CRE04CA5 Dark Brown.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL604U-01 Letters and
XL774U-01 Gem Dots.

Raffia: ROLL36-62 Spring Green and 
ROLL36-77 Harvest (brown).

Ribbon: MTR32-57 Orange and MTR32-85 Black.

Card Mount: SF06U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Halloween Pumpkins
By Charlotte Kearley

Select a sheet of grey stripe paper from the pack
and with the stripes going vertically, tear about 20mm
from the right hand edge and the bottom edge. 

Cut a length of black ribbon to 120mm, another 
to 105mm and a length of orange to 88mm. Cut 
one end of each piece to shape as shown. Stick the
longest one 7mm from the left edge of the paper,
folding and sticking about 10mm to the back. Add
the next black one and then the orange in the same
way, keeping them all 7mm apart. Add the gold gem
dots to each ribbon and stick the paper to the top 
left of the card.

Use the diagram to cut a pumpkin from the
mango/gold spot card and draw in the
lines using a pencil, gently smudging
these away from the centre. Cut the
stalk from brown card and stick in 
the centre of the pumpkin as shown.

Roll a short length of brown raffia
between your hands to make it
thinner and cord like. Twirl this
tightly around a fine point (quilling
tool or similar) to shape. Attach
to the back of the pumpkin
stalk, bringing it around the
stem to the front, fix gently
with glue so that only the
ends touch the pumpkin. 

Flatten out a short
piece of green raffia 
so you can tear it
roughly down the 
middle. Discard 
one half and roll 
the other between

your fingers, twirling it lightly as you go, then stick the
end somewhere near the top left on the back of the
pumpkin, bringing the rest to the front. 

Cut a longer piece of the green raffia and roll it
around a slightly wider object like a pen, stick the 
end behind the stem as shown. 

Sticky fix the pumpkin onto the bottom right of the
card and arrange the longest raffia strand across the
pumpkin and base of the card, fix in at points with a
dab of glue to keep the shape. Curl the thin green
strand so that the end is over the black card. Unfurl
the end slightly and fix in place with glue. Add the
wording along the open edge of the card.

Left: This triangle fold card (TF10U) is covered with
vine paper (SR249P) and has two smaller pumpkins
on the front. I’ve used                 green dotty paper
(CDG162P) for the vines and made a leaf 
from a scrap of darker 
green card.



Readers’ Gallery
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Left: Mavis Elliott, 
Inverness-shire.
This design has a die-cut
vine as a base, with teabag
folded blooms and butter-
flies from a geometric style
paper. The flowers are
backed with gold paper to
match the main border.

Above: Dawn French, Yorkshire.
Gold ink is used to create texture over
the pink card that features a pretty leaf-

metal heart
centre.

Left: Pat Llewellyn, Oxfordshire.
I used recycled pictures for the
window and basket along with
paper-punched flowers.

Right: Angela
Scotland, 
Bedfordshire.
Large and
colourful
flowers cut from acetate make a bright de-
sign that is finished with a little beaded bee.

Below: Sue Whale, Hertfordshire.
Using the ‘Just For You’ collection, this
pretty card is highlighted with elegant
touches of gold. The ribbon has been neatly
threaded through the punched border and
tied in neat bows.

Above: Mary Garratt, 
Hertfordshire.
Beautifully quilled flowers and
swirls make this design a pretty
card for any occasion.

Left: Pam Finden, Hampshire.
These digi-downloads make pretty
little découpages particularly when
bordered with colourful stitching.
The use of daisy colours through-
out the design makes it a charm-
ing birthday card.
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Above: Mrs P. Hinks, Hertfordshire.
I made this card using a design 
on fabric, sticking the images to 
white card and cutting them out to
use as little découpages. I have
arranged them to make a building
site scene.

Below: Jennifer Boyd, 
Republic Of Ireland.
The front panel of this fresh little
card is trimmed on the diagonal,
with the base layer of découpage
on the back panel. The rest of the
design is worked on the trimmed
panel so it overlays the back.

Left: Sue Cuthbert, Suffolk.
The interwoven grid of
coloured stripes in oranges
and browns match the cre-
ative image toppers. The
stickers add touches of gold
to make a very cheery birth-
day card.

Right: Catherine Bemrose,
Stockton-On-Tees.
Creative card panels really
emphasise the pretty tulip de-
sign, which is complemented
by the gingham paper. The
button colour ties in well with
the flowers.

Right: Ann Davies,
Cheshire.
This card uses a
holographic de-
sign in the centre
and is framed with
peel-off stickers
then finished with
a simple greeting.

Right: Pamela Haigh, 
Derbyshire.
One of a set of themed cards as part of
the anniversary of the start of WWI, I
mounted the Rupert Brooke poem very
simply and made a découpage of the
poppies from creative paper as a symbol
of remembrance.

Below: Beryl
Bradbrook, 
Lincolnshire.
My favourite crafting involves
stamping, embossing and colour-
ing, then matting and layering to
make cards that are all my own
work.
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Below: Pat Billingham, Lancashire.
These complementry colours make an
eyecatching vintage style card, with a
scalloped border that separates the 
florals from the stripes. The punched
flower has a pretty patterned brad in
the centre.

Below: Jane Hennis, 
Cumbria.
I mounted a doily in the centre
of the front panel of my card
and stuck shimmer paper flow-
ers around it, using glue to lift
the petals. I finished by adding
the greeting which I coloured
with a permanent pen. 

Left: Kate Gannon, 
Portugal.
Elegant and simple, this card
uses a medallion peel-off
coloured in purple and blue.
The cross sticker is cut out 
and raised over the panel with
peel-off motifs and corners to
complete the design.

Above: Linda Sefton, Yorkshire.
A hemp embossed card stamped with
a leaf design. The main design
is a subtly embossed panel of
flowers with pretty coloured
button centres, mounted with
a silver border to add sparkle.

Right: Susan Gahan, France.
Effectively simple, this card
uses the cogs and gears peel-
offs layered over white and
black rectangles.

Above: Kathleen Dewhirst, 
Carmarthenshire.
This pretty flower fairy design
is made from découpage and
trimmed to leave a border of
blue card showing.

Right: Joyce McBain, 
Cheshire.
Using a lacé style idea, each
square is diagonally folded,
and coloured in the centre 
to make a dynamic pattern.
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